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Tables: Tables should be incorporated in the main text, written in Arial 11, preferably after
they are cited and as close as possible to their first citation and should be consecutively
numbered by Arabic numerals. Write the word ‘’Table’’ and the corresponding number (in
bold characters) and then the table caption above the table columns. Table caption should
be separated by the text above by one line space. Tables should be referred in the text by
Table 1, Table 2 and so on.
Figures: All drawing, graphs and photos should be as clear as possible, in black and white
and should be included in the text as an integrated file. Figures should not exceed the
margins of the typing area and should be consecutively numbered by Arabic numerals. Write
the word ‘’Figure’’ and the corresponding number (in Arial 11, bold) and then the figure
caption below the figure. Figure numbering should be in the order that they are first cited in
the text and as close as possible to their first citation. Figure should be referred in the text by
Figure 1, Figure 2 and so on. Note that the entire manuscript, including figures, will be about
20 % reduced of their original size, for publishing requirements.
Equations: Equations should be separated by the text above and bellow by one line space,
justified and consecutively numbered by Arabic numerals. Place the number of equations in
parentheses at the right page margin and refer to them by Equation 1, Equation 2 and so
on in the text.
Units-Chemical formulas-Numbers
Please ensure that the following system is used for all scientific and laboratory data: kg for
kilogram, L for liters and g for grams. Chemical formulas should also be correct e.g. CO2 (not
CO2). Decimal numbers must have a dot ‘.’ as a decimal point and not a comma ‘,’, for
example 2.5 (not 2,5). Groups of three digits in numbers greater than 999 should not be
separated by a space or comma, e.g. 2500 (not 2 500 or 2,500).
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